INTRODUCTION
Analysis of the main trends for modern complex organizational-technical systems (COTS) indicates their peculiarities such as: multiple aspects and uncertainty of behavior, hierarchy, structure similarity and surplus for main elements and subsystems of COTS, interrelations, variety of control functions relevant to each COTS level, territory distribution of COTS components. The preliminary investigations confirm that the most convenient concept for the formalization of COTS control processes is the concept of an active mobile objects (AMO). In general case, it is an artificial object (a complex of devices) moving in space and interacting (by means of information, energy, or material flows) with other AMO and objects-in service [7, 8] . At the conceptual level, the process of AMO functioning can be described as a process of operation execution, while each operation can be regarded as a transition from one state to another one. Meanwhile, it is convenient to characterize the AMO state by the parameters of operations. The particular control models are based on the dynamic and structural interpretation of operations and the previously developed particular dynamic models of AMO functioning. In accordance with the proposed conceptual model of AMO control system (AMO CS), let us introduce the following basic sets and structures.
VERBAL DESCRIPTION OF A SCHEDULING AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION PROBLEM
be a set of active mobile objects, elements of COTS. Let us introduce a set
of resources and two more sets: a set of interaction operations
and a set of flows
. These sets will be used in formal statement of the considered scheduling problem. The presented considerations permit the following verbal description of the scheduling problem: it is necessary to find such allowable program (a plan of functioning) for activities of AMO that all operations of AMO technological control cycles (TCC) are executed in time and completely, and the quality of support meets the requirements. In addition, if several allowable programs of AMO control are available, the best one would be selected according to the optimality criteria.
DYNAMIC MODELS OF OPERATIONS PLANNING FOR AMO
The formal statement of the scheduling problem will be produced, as it was noted in the introduction, via dynamic interpretation of operation execution processes (Athans, and Falb, 1966; Sokolov, and Kalinin, 1985; Zimin, and Ivanilov, 1971) . 
Models
b) Constraints
For the end point
. (8) d) Quality measures of schedule for AMO operation 
x is a variable that is equal to actual amount of information was processed (transmitted) during the operation
To simplify the expressions describing AMO TCC it was assumed that the operations of TCC are strictly ordered and are executed one after another. The expression (5) is actual for non-separable operations. These constraints mean that at a fixed time each resource j B can execute at most one operation
The constraint (6) sets maximum total intensity of process execution by resource j B .
End conditions (7), (8) specify the values of variables at the beginning and the end of scheduling period.
The measure (9) 
, that meets the requirements (4)-(6) and guides the dynamic system (1)-(3) from the initial state (7) to the specified final state (8). If there are several allowable control (schedules) then the best one (optimal) should be selected in order to maximize (minimize) the quality measures of program control (9)-(12). The components of the program-control
possess Boolean values and specify time intervals for works of the appropriate AMO.
Formal problem statement
Also we can present the multiple-model multi-criteria description of AMO program control problem: 
The indices «o», «k», «π» corresponds to the following models: models of operations control; models of resources control; models of flows control. Expression (16) 
STRUCTURAL MODEL OF AMO WITH ALLOWANCE OF INCERTANT ENVIRONMENT
Structural representation of AMO can explicitly define the sequence of operations and determine the spatial relationships, technical and technological limitations of various elements of the AMO CS. The structural model has a different interpretation of the dynamic model parameters. The processes are interpreted as a finite set of predefined orders of different types in the sense of queueing theory (QT); p  are parameters of the distribution of productivity of the resource, which is of stochastic nature, not deterministic as in case of dynamic models; ikj  determines the structure of operations, as described in (1); ik  corresponds to static priorities of processes:
been defined in (13) . The higher ik  the higher the priority of a process; all other parameters are interpreted the same way as in dynamic model. The simulation of structural model allows approximate the quality measures of schedule for AMO operations (Kokorin, Sokolov 2010 , 2011 ) defined, as a means of values of multiple realization of a process, which will be defined as
THE METHOD OF RESOLVING THE PLANNING AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION TASKS
We pose the problem of optimizing
as a function of static priorities of operations and the maximum limit of resources productivity rates:
determines the all other fixed parameters of the formal model,  is a set of possible priorities, and  is a set of possible rates or resources productivity. In this formulation, the use of unlimited resources allow arbitrarily close to the global optimum G J . Therefore, it is proposed to add constraints of the form:
-factors determining the cost of one unit of resources productivity maintenance and C is a limit to the total cost of resource maintenance.
The uncertainty of dynamic mode   t   is included in structural model as a stochastic model of resource allocation, set as an exponential distribution function with a variable parameters p  .
Priorities   represent ordinal values, while the maximum intensity of the resources p  are continuous and nonnegative. The mixed optimization problems are difficult to solve. We propose to consider the scheme of  successive iterations in this paper, where iteration consists of two steps and it starts with 0   and
, where g   -fixed vector of initial priorities, e.g. equal values consider the FIFO discipline. Phase 1. Optimization of resource allocation for data transmission and processing using a structural model:
Phase 2. Dynamic scheduling with fixed vector of resources productivity distribution  p  obtained from previous step:
For the stopping criteria of the iteration procedure we propose to use one of the following approaches:  any time algorithm;  achievement of level ẽ of a difference values of successive iterations, that is,
 the value is close (vicinity ẽ ) to the global extreme, for the case then convergence could not be met:
.
RESOURCE ALLOCATION OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
We are going to investigate the influence of the structure of a CTS network.
Two methods are used for optimization of the target function, described earlier in the paper: global search method -the method of psi-transform (CHichinadze 1983) , and a method of numerical optimization without calculating derivatives -the method of principal axes of Brent (Brent 1973) . The method of psi-conversion is a method for searching the global extremum of the objective function. It is not critical to the choice of an initial approximation, but requires of significant computational resources in the case when the dimension of parameters to be optimized is increasing. We chose a probability measure on the set of modifiable parameters which the value of a given objective function above a predetermined levels as a psi-function at. Thus, the problem of optimization reduces to finding a solution to the equation with many variables (parameters to be optimized). Using this method as an independent method of optimization often yields results of the very low accuracy. The algorithm of the global optimization (Algorithm #1):
Step 1.1. The estimation of the spread of values of the objective function by the random test.
Step 1.2. Choose of the value levels
